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Line Alignment - "X-Special" 

Primary “Go To” Player: #2 Shooter 
Secondary “Go To” Player: #1 Inbounder 

The X Special is a quick hitting play that incorporates "Give and Go" action. The X special is a good 
end of game play to create an easy basket or high percentage shot. 

Right Side Entry 

 

Cross. Shooter O2 curls over O4 and O5 double screen 
along three point line to ballside corner. O4 then curls to 
weakside corner. O5 down screens for O3. If open, O1 
inbounds the ball to O2 curling to corner. Shooter O2 
than can turn corner and drive to basket or isolate 1 on 1 
against defender X2 or execute a "Give & Go" with O1 
cutting to basket. 

 

Give & Go. O1 inbounds to O5 rolling off down 
screen and executes a solo cut to basket. O1 also has 
option of making a skip pass to O4 and cutting to 
basket off O5's screen. 

 

Two Person Game. If/when O1 does not make an inbounds pass to O2 or O5, O1 passes 
to O3 popping out O5's down screen initiating two person action. 
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Left Side Entry 

 

Cross. Shooter O2 curls over O4 and O5 double 
screen along three point line to ballside corner. O4 
then curls to weakside corner. O5 down screens for 
O3. If open, O1 inbounds the ball to O2 curling to 
corner. Shooter O2 than can turn corner and drive to 
basket or isolate 1 on 1 against defender X2 or execute 
a "Give & Go" with O1 cutting to basket. 

 

Give & Go. O1 inbounds to O5 rolling off down 
screen and executes a solo cut to basket. O1 also has 
option of making a skip pass to O4 and cutting to 
basket off O5's screen. 

 

Two Person Game. If/when O1 does not make an inbounds pass to O2 or O5, O1 passes 
to O3 popping out O5's down screen initiating two person action. 

 

 


